
ATM Gallery is thrilled to present its inaugural solo exhibition of drawings by Luisiana Mera, Solo
una vez.

The flames of birthday candles dance just before they are blown out. White hot, their light
nuzzles into the folds of frosting. Happy Birthday, Luisi! ¡Felíz Cumpleaños! The person blowing
out the candles is both invisible and present, like the twin forces of memory and experience.

In Solo una vez, a series of charcoal drawings by Luisiana Mera, ephemeral moments attain
cinematic qualities. The tug of loneliness, nostalgia, and sensuality, in Mera’s compositions, are
as lifelike as her drawings themselves. A drizzle of sweetened condensed milk tumbles forth,
tinged with remembrance. Something which will never happen again has been memorialized in
vivid detail.

Always working in series, Mera moves from subjects familiar to her childhood in Panama to her
life in New York City. Outside the Met, she focuses on mickey mouse balloons which obscure
the entrance to the museum. A buffeting wind can be felt jostling over the rush of traffic. In
another work, a Dora the Explorer balloon hides the artist’s face. In 90’s Catholic School Girl,
the Virgin Mary, Jesus, and Dora are locked in a swirling composition; the cultural pulp of
Latinidad becoming landscape and self portrait. In every piece, Mera subtly positions herself
while documenting her surroundings. All that has passed comes back to life, solo una vez.

Luisiana Mera is a Panamanian-American artist. For the past ten years, she has lived in and
worked in New York City. Mera holds an MFA from the New York Academy of Art.

ATM Gallery is pleased to present Visions of the City, a solo exhibition of paintings by 
Stipan Tadić. The show will be displayed at 54 E Henry st, New York, NY,  from June 23 to 
July 31, 2022. 

For Stipan Tadić there is always romance. In Visions of the City a series of paintings come 
tantalizingly close to forming a complete story arc. Dense with imagery, Tadic articulates in 
a style that negotiates the art historical into the proletarian grammar of comic books, 
arriving at a core which defies boundaries, in which Medieval illuminated manuscripts 
mingle with video game aesthetics and 1980’s neon. Here, vignettes surface, of people 
haunted and depressed, of Tadić himself, and most of all, of life in New York City. 

Three men, lonely, Balkan, their faces smushed by their drunkenness. A bar scene 
transported from the din of Eastern Europe into the United States. In another work, a man 
zones out on a leather couch, depressed despite the machinations of the club he is in. 
Demons, like spectral doodles, swirl amidst the black lights and pumping bass. 

In a painting of the East Village housing projects, windows glow orange, magenta and 
green. A multitude of stories become palpable—the lives of people behind window sills, 
gathered on street corners. These are visions of the city, in which Tadić floats over Central 
Park. The intestinal tangle of pathways and trees are lit by streaks of light; the journey of a 
protagonist described in glyphs which zoom in on his journey. 

Tadić‘s work is like a highly detailed cover of a graphic novel, reaching out to pull us in. 
What lurks inside is for us to find out.

Stipan Tadić  (b. 1986) is a Croatian born artist. He earned an MA in painting from the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb (2011) and an MFA from Columbia University (2020). His 
first solo exhibition was in Zagreb in 2009 and since then he has had numerous solo and 
group exhibitions.
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